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Abstract: Industry has organized increasingly effective self-governance initiatives

since the 1980s. Almost all of these are based on the economic leverage of large

retailers and manufacturers over their worldwide supply chains. This article doc-

uments commonalities in six of the best-studied examples—coffee, dolphin-safe

tuna, fisheries, lumber, food processing, and artificial DNA—and offers straightfor-

ward economic and political theories to explain them. The theories teach that

oligopoly competition can strongly constrain private power so that firms are

answerable to a shadow electorate of consumers. Furthermore, rational firms

often benefit from ceding significant power to suppliers and NGOs. These

results extend traditional arguments that free markets constrain private

power and suggest an explicit framework for deciding when private politics are

legitimate.1
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1 Introduction

The rise of globalization in the 1980s required the construction of new supply

chains that paired the economic muscle of large western firms with worldwide

compliance networks. While the system was originally built to enforce price and

quantity terms, it works equally well for any standard that imposes costly behaviors

on supply chains. The past twenty years have exploited this power to organize

increasingly ambitious private regulatory initiatives that are only distantly
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related to profitability.2 Examples include product safety, environmental sustain-

ability, and limiting the spread of biological weapons. The resulting compliance

burdens are often comparable to those imposed by governments.

Depending on the circumstances, private bodies can offer important advan-

tages compared to traditional regulation. First, they almost always act faster than

governments.3 Second, they offer a second chance when conventional politics

deadlock.4 Third, private standards are coextensive with markets. This lets them

reach across national borders to regulate vast areas and, in some cases, the

entire world. Fourth, the private sector possesses deep monitoring and enforce-

ment resources. These sometimes exceed host government capacity,5 particularly

in the developing world.6 Finally, industry almost always possesses superior infor-

mation and technical expertise about which goals are achievable and how to min-

imize costs.7

The existing scholarly literature consists largely of case studies. By compari-

son, comments on the economics and politics of standards, though often insight-

ful, are little more than asides. Arguments for legitimacy are particularly ad hoc.

For now, the most elaborate efforts have come from practitioners rather than

scholars, most notably ISEAL’s “Credibility Principles” and “Code of Good

Practices.”8 These documents endorse various virtues (“sustainability,” “engage-

ment,” “transparency”) and institutional architectures, most notably that decisions

should be made by less-than-unanimous “consensus.”Most of these concepts are

venerated by traditions that go back to the 1920s.9 However, those standards

bodies were very different from their modern counterparts and, in any case,

ISEAL has never explained why it expects its proposed virtues to advance democ-

racy or any other normative goal. This makes it nearly impossible to answer such

obvious questions as “how much consensus is enough?” or “does the amount of

required consensus decrease when organizations are more transparent?” The

vagueness is even worse when we recall that ISEAL’s virtues can sometimes

produce unintended consequences, as when “transparency” makes it easier for

illicit cartels to detect cheating and punish defectors. Plainly, we should be

careful what we ask for. Faced with this analytical weakness, many scholars

have retreated into “output legitimacy,” i.e., embracing organizations that have

2 Gereffi (1994, 1999).

3 Pitofsky (1998).

4 Büthe (2010).

5 Büthe and Mattli (2011).

6 Mayer and Gereffi (2010).

7 Pitofski (1998).

8 ISEAL (2013, 2014).

9 Russell (2014).
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produced good (or at least mainstream) results in the past.10 But this says nothing

about how good outcomes can be engineered, let alone how to spot bad institu-

tions before they cause damage.

This paper takes a different tack. We use the literature’s rich case studies to

construct a positive theory of when private power is possible and the extent to

which it reflects opinion in the broader society. In contrast to previous authors

who proceeded from political science and sociology concepts, we start from

the detailed microeconomics of private power. Here, the close resemblance

between private self-governance and other,more conventionally commercial stan-

dards suggest that similar profit-and-loss incentives must be at work. In some

cases, we will see that our economic analysis confirms results previously found

by other methods. More importantly, we break new ground by showing how a

“critical mass” of downstream firms can impose industry-wide rules on their

suppliers—unanimity is not required. We argue that this economic fact enforces

a de facto constitution or “voting rule” against which private politics can

proceed. Finally, we will see that our economic focus provides a natural way to

generalize traditional political arguments that marketplace competition provides

important safeguards against plutocracy and private power.

We proceed as follows. Section 2 argues that real markets offer opportunities

for both individual choice and collective action and that these often coexist within

the same standard. It also sketches the history of industry self-governance since the

nineteenth century. Section 3 describes some of the best-studied examples of the

new self-governance. Section 4 builds on these examples to construct an economic

theory of private power. Section 5 explores the politics which decide how this

power is deployed, identifying specific circumstances where actors are constrained

by market forces or else rationally decide to share power with others. Section 6

matches our models of private power and politics against traditional arguments

that invoke free markets as a corrective to private power. Section 7 presents a

brief conclusion.

2 Private Power: Some Basic Concepts and History

Traditional governments implement law through their monopoly of violence, most

notably by jailing dissenters who defy duly enacted statutes.11Mainstream opinion

nevertheless holds that this compulsion is sometimes legitimate. The reason is that

many problems can only be solved by collective action, so that letting one naysayer

10 Bekkers and Edwards (2007).

11 Weber (1919).
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veto action disenfranchises the entire society. “Veil of ignorance” arguments for-

malize this point by showing that no utility-maximizing citizen would agree to a

constitution that banned all collective action ex ante.12

Power in Markets. Private self-governance, like all collective action, rests on coer-

cion. The difference for private actors is that the coercion never escalates beyond

profit and loss to physical violence. But escalation is not always necessary: Inmany

cases, we expect financial incentives to achieve compliance all by themselves. The

distinction between financial penalties and other sanctions is especially thin for

entities, where negative profits really do inflict a kind of death penalty by forcing

firms to halt operations.

In practice, private power almost always involves the use of standards.

However, the converse is not true: Many standards confer no power at all.

Consider, for example, a private standard that lets consumers know whether

their products are made by socially responsible methods. Here the basic strategy

is to eliminate a market defect by supplying information. But the standard itself is

content-neutral: While the improved market empowers consumers who favor

social responsibility, those who disagree can proceed as before. This is what com-

petitive markets are supposed to do.

The case is very different where standards operate in imperfectmarkets. Here,

individual choice is reduced so that more consumers buy products incorporating

standards they disagree with. From a normative standpoint, this could well be

desirable if (a) some solutions are impossible without collective action, and (b) dis-

enfranchised consumers are in the minority. More generally, the same standard

often empowers some choices and disables others.13 Furthermore, this balance

can shift. This means that initially optional standards can become progressively

less voluntary and even evolve into government mandates over time.14

Traditional Models. Private firms have experimented with different self-gover-

nance models since the nineteenth century. In general, there are three variants.

The first, so-called “shadow of hierarchy” case is when government coerces

private self-governance through legislation or threats of regulation.15 However,

this seldom happens unless regulators feel so strongly about an issue that they

leave private actors little or no discretion. For this reason, theorists usually treat

private preferences and politics as a minor correction to official goals.16

12 Brennan and Buchanan (1985); Rawls (1999).

13 Fischer and Lyon (2014).

14 Brousseau and Raynaud (2011).

15 See Gupta and Lad (1983).

16 See Dawson and Segerson (2008).
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The second model is based on so-called “network” industries that require

agreed standards to be profitable. Familiar examples include insurance company

fire codes, certification bodies that help consumers confirm the quality of goods

and services, or standards bodies for interoperable equipment.17 In practice, most

network issues are narrowly technical. This ensures that private politics is mostly

about profit maximization and seldom implicates deep social values.

Our third and final model occurs when a handful of large corporations possess

economic leverage over hundreds of small firms that need repeat business to

survive.18 The most spectacular pre-1980s example was garment manufacturers’

efforts to set up government-like agencies to punish “business ethics” violations

by small retail outlets in the Great Depression. The Supreme Court angrily

replied that the Sherman Act banned such “extra-judicial tribunals for [the] deter-

mination and punishment of violations.”19While the phrase has never been clearly

defined—nobody believes that the court meant to overturn every private standard

in America—the basic lesson that private power is at least sometimes illegal has

never been challenged.20 The new private power radically extends this third

model and the legitimacy issues that come with it.

The New Private Power.Modern global supply chains were invented to extract and

enforce price and quality concessions. However, this samemachinery can enforce

practically any behavior. Modern industry self-regulation is almost always con-

structed around transnational supply chains.21

The proliferation of new (and newly powerful) governance bodies made legit-

imacy questions more urgent. On the one hand, traditional “one man, one vote”

prescriptions make no sense for bodies whose members (a) are drawn from

self-selected enthusiasts who look very different from the broader population,

and (b) often include entities as well as individuals. Private standards bodies

usually finesse the problem by adopting corporatist structures in which different

interest groups meet in “chambers” which must separately approve any action.22

However, this leaves the further difficulty that the chambers themselves are almost

never unanimous. The concept of ”consensus” is meant to fix this. Despite this, the

term is only partly defined and consists largely of negative definitions. The most

important include the absence of “sustained opposition” to “substantial issues”

by all “concerned interests,” with unspecified additional protections to those

17 See King and Lenox (2000); Furger (1997); Garvin (1983).

18 See Garvin (1983).

19 U.S. Supreme Court (1941).

20 Maurer (2014).

21 Meidinger (2008); Gereffi (1994, 1999).

22 ISEAL (2014).
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“directly affected.”23 In practice, prominent standards bodies sometimes stretch

“consensus” to include three-to-one supermajorities.24 This hints at a pragmatic

principle that standards bodies should not alienate so many members that walk-

outs lead to collapse.

3 Motivating Examples

Scholars have devoted a large literature to describing industry self-governance

since the 1980s. In practice, most examples bear a strong family resemblance to

one another. This section documents the point by reviewing how private power

and politics have played out for six particularly well-studied initiatives.25

Tuna.Newspapers began carrying alarming accounts of tuna fishermen killing dol-

phins in the 1980s. Knowing that consumer backlash could permanently depress

demand, Star Kist—the world’s largest processor—developed dolphin-safe stan-

dards with the NGO Earth Island. The company then announced that it would

only purchase tuna caught according to its standard. Competing canners

Chicken of the Sea and Bumble Bee adopted identical policies almost immediately.

Together, the three companies accounted for 84 percent of U.S. canned tuna sales

and nearly half the world market.26 The standard also benefited from U.S. diplo-

matic pressure and subsequent legislation creating an official standard that occa-

sionally contradicted the private one.27 However, these effects appear to have had

relatively little impact: Industry practice does not seem to have changed since the

World Trade Organization struck down the U.S. standard in 2012.28

In a perfect market suppliers would have built one set of facilities for dolphin-

friendly customers and a second set for everyone else. In practice, economies of

scale made it cheaper to apply the higher standard for all purposes. Twenty

years later, 471 companies in sixty-seven countries had joined the scheme. The

new rules required significant effort, most notably paying Earth Island to regularly

inspect canneries, docks, and fishing vessels. By 2007 worldwide dolphinmortality

from fishing had been cut from eighty thousand to three thousand per year.29

23 Id.

24 Forest Stewardship Council (2012).

25 SeeMaurer (2014) andMaurer (2011) for further discussion of the collaborations described in

this section.

26 Golan, Kuchler, and Mitchell (2001).

27 Id.

28 Carman (2012).

29 Conroy (2007).
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For all its power, the tuna initiative’s politics was remarkably simple: one large

company imposing rules that could be written on a single sheet of paper. Industry

inevitably started to consider bigger alliances and more elaborate regulations.

Food. European supermarkets reacted to theMad Cow disease scandals of themid-

1990s by imposing strict food safety standards on their suppliers. Since most small

suppliers depended on “huge retailer[s] they could not afford to lose,”30 resistance

was minimal. Despite this, proliferating standards forced suppliers to maintain

duplicate facilities while restricting the number of suppliers who could compete

for any given order. This raised supermarket costs. Retailers responded by creating

harmonized standards for theUnitedKingdom (1996), Germany and France (2002),

and theUnited States (2003).31 But long-distance tradewas still needlessly complex.

In 2004 thirteen large retailers tried to replace all three standardswith a harmonized

‘Global Gap’ standard. Perversely, all four standards survived, creating a situation

that was at least arguably worse than it had been before.32 Meanwhile, individual

supermarkets realized that they could join more than one standard at a time. In

2000, large retailers launched a Global Food Safety Initiative (GFSI) to certify

which standards were acceptable. By 2006 GFSI had certified all four regional stan-

dards and covered roughly 65 percent of worldwide retail food sales.33

The first food standards were drawn up by retailers who knew relatively little

about what measures were feasible or efficient. Yet suppliers were reluctant to dis-

close information that could be used to demand still more concessions. Retailers

addressed this in three different ways. First, they announced compliance targets

several years into the future. Whether or not these deadlines were met, retailers

who upgraded compliance were more likely to win competitive bids.34 Second,

Global Gap and GFSI opened their memberships so that suppliers exercised

roughly as much power as retailers.35 This gave suppliers a chance to block or at

least moderate further demands. Finally, themajor standards competed for adher-

ents. This meant that improvements by one standard often spread to the others.36

Global Gap also shared power with NGOs,37 though in this case the goal was less

about gathering information than persuading trusted intermediaries to reassure

consumers that the standard was credible.

30 Wellik (2012)

31 Fuchs et al. (2008).

32 Id.

33 Id.

34 Wellik (2012).

35 Fuchs et al. (2008); Kalfagianni (2010).

36 Meidinger (2008); Zeitlin and Overdest (2014).

37 Fuchs et al. (2008).
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These private standards were remarkably strong. Scholars agree that retailers’

leverage amounts to “power in aDahlian sense”38 and has been sufficiently burden-

some to drive many small farmers out of the market.39 It was also vigorous enough

to persuade the European Union that formal regulation was unnecessary.40

Fisheries. Processed food giant Unilever became concernedwith collapsing fishery

stocks and stalled government treaty negotiations in the 1990s. By 1995 it had part-

nered with the World Wildlife Federation (WWF) to regulate fishermen.41 As with

WWF’s lumber initiative, the fishermen themselves were not consulted. The part-

ners did, however, work with government scientists, activists, academics, and

industry to reduce the existing diplomatic consensus to an enforceable

Principles document.42 The draft was discussed at eight subsequent stakeholder

meetings and finalized by yet another expert group in December 1997. Unilever

andWWF launched an independent Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) to imple-

ment the Principles in 1999.43

MSC’s fifteen member board relies on pre-approved outside firms to draft

plans for bringing each new fishery into compliance with the Principles. The

board then certifies or rejects each plan.44 Compliance is expensive: Fisheries

pay up to $500,000 for plans and must often agree to expensive new practices.45

For premium species like salmon this investment pays for itself in the form of

higher prices.46 More often, retailers use MSC certification to attract and defend

market share without raising prices.47

By 2012 MSC had certified more than one hundred fisheries including the

enormous Alaskan pollock and South African hake fisheries.48 This often included

significant concessions like posting independent observers on boats, limiting the

fishing season, and restricting when lines can be set.49 Like dolphin-safe tuna, pro-

cessors usually find it cheaper to switch to a single standard than to operate

38 Büthe (2010); Fuchs and Kalfagianni (2010).

39 Fuchs and Kalfagianni (2010); Campbell and LeHeron (2007).

40 Fuchs and Kalfagianni (2010).

41 Howes (2008); Hale (2011).

42 Wortman (2002).

43 Unilever (2003).

44 Hale (2011)

45 Id.

46 Howes (2008).

47 Maurer (2014).

48 Unilever (2003).

49 Hale (2011).

48 Stephen M. Maurer
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redundant facilities. This, in turn, increased certified stocks to the point where

large retailers could join the standard without fear of supply interruptions.50

MSC originally hoped that the Principleswould limit its certification firms’ dis-

cretion in designing plans.51 This would have left little room for politics. In practice,

however, most observers agree that setting eighty to one hundred unique perfor-

mance goals for each fishery affords significant flexibility.52 This means that many

plan negotiations become “highly politicized” with fisheries and environmentalist

groups each threatening to abandon MSC unless their demands are met.53 While

MSC’s board has the last word over each plan, they also know that MSC needs both

reliable fish supplies and NGO endorsements to survive. Presumably, the board

balances outcomes so that each side receives more concessions than it would

get by walking away.

Lumber. Rich nation diplomacy to protect tropical rainforests collapsed in 1992.

WWF responded by organizing the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) to reduce

the existing diplomatic consensus to enforceable rules.54 Much of this work was

funded by Austrian officials who had seen earlier, more formal regulation struck

down in court.55

The FSC adopted an elaborate corporatist architecture in which measures had

to be approved by six sub-chambers.56 LikeMSC, FSCmade little effort to woo pro-

ducers and even adopted voting rules thatmade suppliers a permanentminority.57

Instead, its activist allies tried to shame large retailers into forcing standards onto

their supply chains. The strategy worked well in the highly concentrated home

improvement industry. In 1999 Home Depot announced a “long-term intention”

to transition its entire inventory to suppliers “following rules that only FSC cur-

rently meets.”58 This was quickly followed by other home improvement firms.

By 2002 roughly one-fourth of the U.S. market had expressed a purchasing prefer-

ence for FSC.59 However, this support was overwhelmingly focused on large sup-

pliers like Weyerhaeuser. Buyers in more competitive industries (e.g.,

50 Howes (2008)

51 Id.

52 May et al. (2008).

53 Cummins (2004).

54 Meidinger (2006).

55 Büthe (2010).

56 Meidinger (2006).

57 Auld et al. (2002); Bernstein and Cashore (2004).

58 Sasser (2002).

59 Id.
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homebuilding) continued to buy lumber from small landowners at the lowest

available price.60

Producers fought back by creating their own national standards bodies. While

the worldwide Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification (PEFC) rec-

ognized the same diplomatic consensus as FSC, it interpreted it much more nar-

rowly.61 Moreover, any viable standards body must attract both suppliers and

consumers to survive. This forced FSC and PEFC towoo each others’ constituencies

and led to considerable convergence over time.62 Despite this, neither standard has

disappeared. Industry observers claim that the continuing conflict drains resources

that would be better spent extending the standards to new forests.63

Even so, private lumber regulation is impressive. Roughly 10 percent of the

world’s forests currently fall under at least one standard, with PEFC leading FSC

by a two-to-one margin.64 Back-of-the-envelope arguments suggest that compli-

ance can sometimes cost up to 10 percent of revenues.65 Since wood is more fun-

gible than fish, land taken out of service by private standards is usually replaced by

uncertified production elsewhere. Even so, this is still a significant improvement

except for the unlikely case where the new land is more vulnerable on average

than the relatively small tracts that the standards protect from harvesting.66

Coffee. U.S. and European governments first organized coffee cartels to shore up

Latin American political stability in the 1940s. These collapsed after the Cold War

leading to a 40 percent drop in coffee prices followed by persistent volatility to the

present day.67 While NGOs developed private standards for the roughly 10 percent

of consumers willing to pay a premium for sustainability, this did nothing for the

broader market.68

In 2001 the German government, Kraft, Nestlé, Sara Lee, and Tschibo agreed

to pursue a “Common Code for Coffee” Association (4C) that would create

minimum standards for the entire industry. Thirty-five big coffee companies, pro-

ducers, and NGOs worked on the draft code. Negotiations proceeded by a series of

“we’ll join if you’ll join” discussions punctuated by threatened or, in a few cases,

60 Brown and Zhang (2005).

61 Meidinger (2008).

62 Id.

63 Rotherham (2011).

64 UN Economic Commission for Europe (2012).

65 Maurer (2013).

66 Maurer (2013).

67 International Coffee Organization (2013).

68 4C Association (2007).
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actual walkouts.69 This led to a baseline coffee standard in 2004 and a corporatist-

style governance architecture with leadership elections in 2007. The work was

facilitated by a professional staff that identified points of potential agreement

and provided enough transparency so that all sides were sufficiently confident

to accept proposals.70

The 4C Association standards currently extend to 240,000 workers, ban a

variety of “unacceptable practices,” and commit participants to steadily

improve still more practices over time.71 Despite this, the process has been

marked by ongoing suspicion between the growers and western coffee compa-

nies. The basic difficulty is that (a) coffee companies fear that the growers will

pocket higher prices without investing in infrastructure, and (b) growers fear

that the companies will never buy enough 4C-compliant coffee to repay their

compliance costs.72 Looking back, the growers’ fears may well have been justified.

Despite recent efforts to expand purchases, western companies’ demand for 4C

compliant coffee is only about one-fifth of supply.73 This suggests that the existing

standard could yet disappear if growers stop investing and allow compliance

to atrophy.

Synthetic DNA. Companies have manufactured and sold artificial DNA since 1999:

Five years later academic scientists had used the product to make polio74 and 1918

influenza viruses.75 This suggested that terrorists and rogue states could soon

make smallpox and/or engineered biological weapons that do not exist in

nature.76 After 9/11 the U.S. government began discussing regulations specifying

what DNA companies should do to investigate customer orders. However, the

process was painfully slow.77 In 2007 a small German trade association moved

to fill the vacuum by creating a private standard. After extensive negotiation,

members agreed on a process that required PhD biologists to study some customer

orders for up to two hours.78 This was a significant burden in an industry where the

average order cost just $10,000.79 In mid-2009 an American trade association

69 Künkel et al. (2008).

70 Id.

71 4C Association (2009).

72 Künkel et al. (2008).

73 4C Association (2014).

74 Cello et al. (2002).

75 Tumpey et al. (2005).

76 Maurer (2011).

77 Id.

78 International Association–Synthetic Biology (2009).

79 Maurer et al. (2009).
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proposed an automated alternative that promised to be cheaper but also less effec-

tive.80 Nature gleefully reported that a “standards war” had broken out.81

The German group met to revise their draft standard in October. The outside

observers included one of the industry’s biggest customers (Astra-Zeneca), some

American companies linked to the opposing standard, several U.S. government

officials, andNature.While Astra-Zeneca plainly wanted suppliers to self-regulate,

it scrupulously avoided endorsing any specific level of effort.82 This delegated

essentially all power to suppliers except, perhaps, for the right to do nothing at

all. The October meeting ended with the German companies finalizing and imple-

menting their standard. Within weeks, two large Chinese companies announced

that they, too, would comply.83 This was presumably done to preserve access to

western markets in general and big pharmaceutical companies in particular.

Meanwhile the big American firms announced a competing but substantively

indistinguishable standard of their own.84

There was still one surprise left. In late November the U.S. government—

under heavy lobbying from the American firms—announced non-binding “guide-

lines” that relied entirely on computers.85 This was cheaper and also less capable

than the standards that industry had already agreed to. At this point, many industry

executives began arguing that further private standards were unnecessary since

their companies were already doing more than the U.S. government wanted.

Internal industry discussions aimed at developing further private standards essen-

tially stopped at this point.86

4 Economics of Private Power

Private standards are an amphibian process: Their power is rooted in economics

but their execution is political. This section concentrates on the first part of the

analysis. We return to politics in the next section.

Commonalities. Our case studies show striking similarities. First, all of our initia-

tives include at least one large firm. While this was usually a retailer in our exam-

ples, we note that large manufacturers like Boeing or agri-business producers like

80 Maurer (2011).

81 Check (2009).

82 Maurer (2011).

83 Id.

84 International Gene Synthesis Consortium (2009).

85 U.S. Dept. of Health & Human Services (2009).

86 Markus Fischer, Chief Executive Officer, Entelechon GmbH (personal communication).
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StarKist (in our tuna example) often exercise similar power over their supply

chains. For this reason, we will use the more generic phrase “anchor firm(s)” to

describe them in what follows. Second, suppliers are invariably much smaller

and more numerous than the anchor firms they sell to. This market structure

immediately implies strong competition and low unit margins. Finally, suppliers

face substantial fixed costs for investments in R&D, equipment, training, or

years spent building customer relationships. This is evidenced, among other

things, by their aversion to duplicated facilities.

Power. The combination of high fixed costs and low unit margins means that sup-

pliersmustmaintain consistently high sales volumes to survive. Anchor firms often

take advantage of this by offering “preferred supplier” agreements in which pro-

ducers trade deep price and quality concessions for a steady flow of orders.87

The point, of course, is that the anchor firm can rescind the agreement if its sup-

plier fails to perform. For the anchor firm, shifting business to other vendors is a

nuisance and can lead to slightly higher unit prices. For the terminated supplier,

however, the shift is catastrophic. Lacking sales volume, its unit costs skyrocket.

This cuts into profits and can force the company to raise prices so much that it

loses still more sales. In some cases, the supplier can even become unprofitable

and leave the industry entirely.88 The bottom line is that anchor firms possess

huge leverage for demanding price, quality, and any other terms they want. This

explains the existing literature’s semi-empirical observation that self-governance

systems are frequently dominated by “all-powerful global brands [that] are

willing and able to dictate commercial terms… on their ‘weak’ and/or ‘dependent’

suppliers,”89 and approximately corresponds to Gereffi et al.’s typology of

“captive” and “relational” supply chains.90

Formal economic models of this argument lead to a crucial insight: Anchor

firms don’t have to be unanimous to impose uniform, industry-wide standard

on their suppliers.91 At some point— the exact threshold depends onmarket struc-

ture—the fact that some anchor firms oppose the higher standard no longer

matters. The reason is that the dissenters no longer control enough demand to

pay the fixed costs for even one supplier.

Remarkably, certain types of risk make private standards easier to organize.

Legal scholars have traditionally focused on accidents in civilian industries:

87 Maurer et al. (2009).

88 von Engelhardt and Maurer (2012); Maurer and von Engelhardt (2013).

89 Locke (2013).

90 Gereffi, Humphrey, and Sturgeon (2005).

91 Id.
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Here, risk exposure from court judgments or increased regulation is roughly pro-

portional to sales volume and behaves like a variable cost. The case is very differ-

ent, however, when the threat is intelligent and malicious. For example, terrorist

groups only need to obtain synthetic DNA once to make a weapon. For these

industries, (a) every supplier incurs risk as soon as it offers its product for sale,

and (b) this risk never changes no matter how many or how few units it sells.

Here, risk behaves like a fixed cost. This gives anchor firms even more leverage

to demand self-governance.92

Enforcement. Standards only matter when they are observed. Most scholarly skep-

ticism to private regulation is based on an instinct that firms have an incentive to

cheat. Here the definitive analysis is due to Shapiro, who explored a formal model

in which firms that pretend to practice high standards can extract a premium from

consumers until they are caught. He found that enforcement is only effective

where (a) deceptions are immediately discovered, or (b) firms that observe the

standard earn a premium whose discounted value exceeds the expected value of

cheating.93 Scarpa has shown that a similar analysis applies to third party auditors,

who can usually earn a one-time profit by quietly defunding enforcement.94

This work provides a deep objection to the traditional “shadow of hierarchy”

and network effects schemes described in Section 2. But the New Self-Governance

is different. The reason is that the anchor firms that demand self-governance really

do benefit from enforcement. Conversely, anchor firms earn nothing when suppli-

ers cheat and stand to lose significant market share when the cheating is exposed.

Of course, the suppliers themselves still have good reason to cheat. But this is

exactly what the new global supply chains were built to prevent. Anecdotal evi-

dence supports this view: While anchor firm executives commonly fight over

how much to prioritize standards enforcement, everyone understands that cheat-

ing is dangerous and sometimes muster sufficient agreement to terminate

violators.95

5 Private Politics

We have argued that a critical mass of anchor firms—the exact fraction is an acci-

dent of market structure—can impose a universal standard on suppliers. In the

92 Maurer and von Engelhardt (2013).

93 Shapiro (1983).

94 Scarpa (1999).

95 Banjo (2014).
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language of politics, this defines a “voting rule” or “constitution.” But having a con-

stitution is not the same as knowing outcomes. For that, we also need to under-

stand (a) what anchor firms want, and (b) the politics and institutions that

translate these preferences into actual standards.

Commonalities. Once again, our examples share important commonalities: First,

anchor firms often delegate substantial power to suppliers. Second, politics fre-

quently proceed by walk-out threats. Third, members who do walk out often

form competing standards bodies. Indeed, this is exactly what happened in our

lumber and DNA cases. Finally, anchor firms only occasionally extract a price

premium from adopting private standards. More often, adherence is used to

gain or defend market share. This supplies a broad hint that elite preferences

are strongly constrained by oligopoly competition and the need to please

consumers.

Policy Preferences. All politics starts with some well-defined elite who control the

levers of power. For reasons already discussed, that power resides in the dominant

downstream anchor firms.We therefore identify our elite with the list of executives,

shareholders, employees, and other parties who exercise de jure or de facto control

within those corporations. However this is only a first approximation. Depending

onmarket structure, these individualsmay often find that their discretion is limited

by the need to please other actors. Conceptually, there are three possible end-

models. We have already said that the first possibility—perfectly competitive

markets—gives each consumer exactly what they want. Our anchor firm-domi-

nated supply chains bear very little resemblance to this model. This is just as

well: Political scientists have long realized that private standards cannot survive

perfect competition.96

The second possible end-model is monopoly, whether exercised by a single

firm or a cartel. Within broad limits, monopoly lets executives do what they like

so long as the company breaks even. Individual executives exercise power in

pursuit of personal preferences which in turn reflect a complex mix of greed,

ethics, professional norms, peer pressure, ideology, and perceived social obliga-

tion.97 Industrial organization scholars claim that increased competition, the rise

of institutional investors, and changes in executive compensation have steadily

eroded this kind of executive discretion since the 1960s.98

96 McConnell (1963).

97 Vogel (2005).

98 Id.
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Our final possible end-model involves oligopolies that successfully suppress

price competition so that prices are “rigid” and change much less than underlying

costs.99 Crucially, this suppression often fails to suppress competition along such

other dimensions as product quality, psychic attributes (e.g., celebrity endorse-

ments) and—most significantly for our purposes—social responsibility.

Furthermore, this “non-price competition” can be extraordinarily hard to suppress

since (a) quality upgrades often resemble ordinary product differentiation, and (b)

rivals must upgrade their own products to punish violators. The resulting delays in

detecting and punishing violations makes cheating even more tempting.100 The

net result is that non-price competition can be fierce and even drive participants’

economic profits to zero.101 Empirically, this often manifests itself as an obsession

with market share: Because prices are similar, there is nothing to stop shoppers

from switching brands overnight. This makes consumers into a kind of “shadow

electorate” that limits company choice in much the same way that ordinary

voters constrain elected officials.102

Walkouts, Delegation, and Transparency. The fact that anchor firms can impose

standards on suppliers does not necessarily mean that it is in their interest to do

so. Sometimes, they can do better by delegating some or even all of their power to

others. One reason is informational: As in our food example, suppliers almost

always know more about how to implement reforms more thoroughly and afford-

ably than outsiders do. Where the information asymmetry is large (e.g., artificial

DNA), anchor firms may cede their power entirely. The second reason is credibil-

ity. The fact that companies are behaving virtuously is almost alwaysmore valuable

when consumers believe it. This encourages anchor firms to share power with

NGO partners who can vouch for their behavior.

In both cases we have seen that the bargain is enforced by walkout threats.

Presumably, this reflects a judgment that those who join the initiative can exert

more influence than they would by leaving. This is not to say that each participant

receives as much influence as they “ought” to possess in a normative sense. But if

policymakers think that a group should havemore power, themost natural remedy

is to bolster its bargaining position bymaking its walkout threatmore credible. This

can most easily be done by enhancing its access to agencies, courts, and public

opinion. In the meantime, if a well-known green group, say, agrees to serve on a

99 Anderton (2000).

100 Bumas (1999).

101 Id.

102 Maurer (2014).
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private forestry initiative we should normally assume that the environment really

will benefit. Of course, delegations can always be rescinded. So long as they last,

however, the power seems real enough.

External Politics. Given perfect information, we expect voters to select whichever

agenda serves their interests until a winning coalition emerges.103 This process

is reasonably straightforward where knowledgeable actors negotiate face-to-face.

However, voters in complex institutions often suffer from “information impacted-

ness” that leaves them vulnerable to deliberately incomplete or distorted informa-

tion.104 Voters who try to overcome this problem by seeking advice from

knowledgeable third parties similarly run the risk of hidden agendas. In some

cases, impactedness can be so severe that voters decide that it is better to take

no action at all.105

Government institutions almost always try to reduce impactedness through

hearings and debate. However, Farrell and Saloner point out that Silicon Valley–

style standards wars provide a powerful alternative for many types of informa-

tion.106 This “external politics” between standards was prominent in our food, for-

estry, and DNA examples. Standards wars are particularly useful for revealing

economic information. For example, DNA manufacturers often argued about

whether human screening was affordable.107 This kind of accounting question

was nearly impossible to resolve through conventional hearings and debate. By

comparison, affordability was (or at least should have been) immediately

obvious once firms began voluntarily screening on their own.108 Second, conven-

tional politics encourages competing campaign platforms to make deliberately

ambiguous and even dishonest promises.109 This tactic is much less tempting in

standards wars, where proposals are implemented immediately so that voters

can experience each proposal first-hand. Finally, standards must attract adherents

to survive. This forces competitors to bid for the same constituencies so that stan-

dards converge over time. The downside of this process—as in our forestry

example—is that rival standards bodies seldom disappear entirely.110 This pro-

duces wasteful duplication and mutual attacks that weaken both organizations.111

103 Downs (1957).

104 Williamson (1975); Downs (1957).

105 Williamson (1975).

106 Farrell and Saloner (1988).

107 Maurer (2011).

108 Id.

109 Downs (1957).

110 Meidinger (2008).

111 Rotherham (2011).
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Interactions With Government. Developing private standards absorbs executives’

time and energy. We therefore expect companies to stop when new information

suggests that investing in the private standard is no longer profitable in expecta-

tion. At this point, public standards are likely to crowd out private standards

entirely.

The details of this calculation will usually depend on why industry launched a

private standard to begin with. Where the goal is to preempt public regulation, evi-

dence that government plans to enact strong regulations no matter what industry

does will normally crowd out private standards. The case is slightly different,

however, where industry sees private standards as insurance against deadlocked

or inadequate public regulation. Here, industry is only likely to abandon private

initiatives when it becomes convinced that regulators will produce an acceptable

outcome regardless. This is especially true since the costs of completing the private

standard will normally fall over time as more work is done.

As usual, there is no guarantee that industry’s incentives to abandon a private

standard will produce the best social outcome. To the contrary: We have argued

that private standards can strengthen public regulation by generating otherwise

unavailable information on political feasibility, technology options, and affordabil-

ity. This suggests that private and public governance initiatives should be encour-

aged to run in parallel for as long as possible.

6 Normative & Legal Implications

We have argued that anchor firms’ private power is often constrained by shadow

electorates and rational incentives to share power with interest groups like suppli-

ers and NGOs. These constraints recall traditional arguments that politicians are

constrained by their need for reelection. This section makes these intuitions

precise.

Markets & Democracy. Eighteenth and nineteenth century political theorists

argued that competitive markets limit private power and can even neutralize it

entirely. The basic point was that competition constrains profit margins so that

any company that tries to exert power will soon go out of business.112 This is equiv-

alent to our earlier point that perfect markets empower consumer choice.

By comparison, monopoly gives executives maximal freedom so long as they

earn some small positive profit. In principle, this might be legitimate so long as the

monopolists’ views are not too different from the broader society. The argument is

112 Hofstadter (1991); Millon (1991).
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especially tempting in an age where business elites often hold mainstream or

even—in the case of Hollywood and Silicon Valley—left-of-center views.113

Despite this, U.S. courts and political philosophers have consistently held that it

does not matter whether companies are benign or not. Rather, the mere possibil-

ity of abuse is unacceptable.114 Our analysis adds little to these arguments one way

or the other.

We have already noted the end-state in which non-price competition con-

tinues to the point where firms earn no (economic) profit at all. When this

happens companies must respect consumer opinion for much the same

reason that elected officials pander to polls. Furthermore, this shadow elector-

ate includes a convincingly large cross-section of the population: Indeed, the

number of Americans who regularly shop at Target is about the same as

those who vote in US midterm elections.115 This provides a brute force solution

to the so-called “citizenship” objection that those affected by private rules

should also help chose them.116

Of course, real industries will usually contain admixtures of our end-states.

Here, real anchor firms will often find themselves able to exercise significant dis-

cretion without going broke. Even so, the force of this objection is limited. After

all, the U.S. electoral system is also imperfect. This gives officials significant

freedom to engage in venality and, more optimistically, public virtue.

Discretion by corporate elites should be similarly acceptable, with due adjust-

ment for the (questionable) hypothesis that American politicians are more

public-regarding on average.

Finally, one might worry that our shadow electorate cannot speak clearly

because the market reduces consumers’ multidimensional social responsibility,

product quality, and psychological preferences to a unitary yes/no decision. The

answer, again, is that conventional elections are no better. Except for the relatively

unusual case of referenda, voters are almost always asked to decide based on an

uncomfortable mix of policy preferences, self-interest (“pocket book issues”), and

candidate charisma.

Delegation, Transparency and Institutional Architectures. Whether or not markets

constrain power in the first instance, institutions in which anchor firms convinc-

ingly delegate power to the main affected interests should be considered legiti-

mate. These institutions are admittedly imperfect since anchor firms can always

113 Nelson (2015); Chait (2012).

114 U.S. Supreme Court (1948).

115 Langley (2014); Wikipedia (n.d.).

116 Meidinger (2008).
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rescind their delegation. For this reason, the range of possible outcomes almost

certainly excludes results that anchor firms strongly oppose. Even so, it seems

better to let private initiatives empower some democratic outcomes than none

at all.

Finally, our framework provides a theoretical context for ISEAL’s otherwise

obscure talk of “consensus” and “transparency.” According to our analysis, con-

sensus in and of itself has nothing to do with legitimacy. That can only come

from “the people” or at least our shadow electorate. Consensus does, however,

provide a convenient estimator for measuring what the shadow electorate actually

thinks. Indeed,MSC’s board established several advisory bodies for just this reason

after some of its decisions unexpectedly angered the public.117 Similarly, transpar-

ency vis a vis the outside world increases shadow electorates’ ability to impose

their will. Finally, internal transparency reduces the chances that members’

votes will be skewed by limited or distorted information.

Antitrust Law. U.S. officials have repeatedly said that “legitimate and well-inten-

tioned self-regulation” is desirable.118 However, we have seen that current doc-

trine is confused. This deters anchor firms who might otherwise support self-

governance.119 Rationalizing the doctrine would immediately remove this

impediment.

We have already said that the Sherman Act has both a political and an eco-

nomic purpose. The political purpose is older and originates in the instinct that

free markets limit private power. Extending these ideas to include non-price com-

petition seems straightforward. The more difficult question is when private stan-

dards violate economic efficiency. While the law permits standards that are

essential to creating an effective market, non-economic goals remain suspect.120

This makes little sense since banning private standards automatically sets the

goals’ value to zero. This is surely the worst possible outcome: If business takes

a problem seriously enough to tax itself, even a small tax will normally be prefer-

able to doing nothing. Finally, judges often worry that private standards can be

used as “sham agreements” whose real purpose is cartelization. These fears may

often be reasonable where agreements (a) require parties to pay fees that change

their marginal costs and therefore the prices they charge,121 or (b) set goals (e.g.,

regulating specific technologies) that systematically favor some firms over others.

117 Cummins (2004).

118 Pitofsky (1998).

119 Maurer (2014).

120 U.S. Supreme Court (1984).

121 Maurer and Scotchmer (2014).
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Conversely, judges should normally accept standards that specify facially neutral

goals (e.g., limiting dolphin mortality) while leaving firms free to design their own

compliance methods.

Interactions With Traditional Government. Industries often adopt standards to

preempt formal— and presumably more aggressive—regulation.122 But this does

not necessarily argue that self-regulation is undesirable. After all, public agencies

have limited regulatory resources and must unavoidably prioritize. This means

that private regulation—selfish or no—is often the only way to regulate minor

activities.123 More generally, if industry reforms make formal regulation less

urgent, agencies really should reallocate their resources where they can do more

good. This argument would be even stronger in a world where most firms self-reg-

ulate so that regulators’ attention is eventually deflected back to their original

targets.

Private standards can also strengthen formal regulation. We have already

remarked that private regulation can provide useful information. Private standards

are also a convenient way to coordinate solutions across national borders. This

limits the danger of inconsistent regulation and reduces the political costs of nego-

tiating formal harmonization treaties later. This suggests that governments should

be careful not to crowd out parallel private standards prematurely, and perhaps

not at all.

Neo-Imperialism. Modern self-governance almost always starts with rich nation

companies trying to please rich nation consumers. Using this power to impose

rules on the developing world is probably the strongest argument against legiti-

macy.124 Logically, the only possible responses are (a) that the end justifies the

means (“output legitimacy”), or (b) that private politics is at least as democratic

as the local institutions it displaces. The latter argument will be much more per-

suasive if developing world partners concede legitimacy because the private initia-

tive features a federalist structure that gives them disproportionate influence over

outcomes. This is another version of our argument that anchor firms often find it in

their interest to cede significant power to suppliers.

Other Legitimacy Theories. This paper’s “shadow electorate” viewpoint fits most

naturally with those branches of democratic theory that emphasize voting and rep-

resentation. While this is probably the dominant strand in the existing literature,

the fact that private bodies cannot hold formal elections remains analytically

122 Büthe (2010).

123 Pitofsky (1998).

124 Meidinger (2008).
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awkward. This has persuadedmany self-governance scholars to take a second look

at alternative theories of democratic legitimacy including “deliberative” theories in

which reasoned debate leads to outcomes that are best for society,125 “output legit-

imacy” theories in which institutions act in ways that gain public approval ex

post,126 and semi-empirical arguments that any institution that citizens willingly

defer to should be considered legitimate.127

The common assumption in all of these theories is that differences of opinion

can be resolved in ways that the losing side will eventually agree to. This result

seems plausible where the debate centers on finding the best solutions for imple-

menting widely-agreed upon values like food safety or suppressing weapons of

mass destruction. While market forces will continue to empower “shadow elector-

ates” in all of these cases, their legitimacy implications are less clear. At best,

shadow electorates will provide a safeguard against institutions delivering results

that the public disapproves of. At worst, they may occasionally disable leaders

from pursuing solutions that a more enlightened public would eventually want.

The deeper problem is what to do when private governance faces disputes

over normative goals that are both deeply held and unlikely to change on

human timescales. In these cases, insisting that legitimacy can only proceed

from institutions that, say, obtain consensus from reasoned debate sets a very

high bar. Even if a few private governance institutions will meet the test, many

more will be outlawed tout court. But we should be reluctant to banish such poten-

tially useful institutions so easily. Instead, we return to our original observation

that collective action almost always involves overruling dissenters. There are, of

course, many legitimacy theories (e.g., “dictatorship of the proletariat,” “divine

right of kings”) that explain why dissent can and should be overruled. Since the

French Revolution, however, liberal democratic theory has almost always

invoked just one acceptable solution—popular elections. Accepting our “shadow

electorates” argument extends this indispensable element to private governance.

7 Conclusion

We have presented a positive theory of how private power originates and the pol-

itics that control it. However, this framework is only a starting point. While we have

argued that self-governance can sometimes be legitimate, we have deliberately

avoided any estimate of how often these conditions are met or even whether the

125 Meidinger (2008).

126 Bekkers and Edwards (2007).

127 Suchman (1995).
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particular examples discussed in Section 3 are themselves legitimate. Answering

these questions will require industry-specific investigations into howmuch discre-

tion firms actually possess; whether they have convincingly delegated power to the

principal affected interests; and whether institutional architectures provide an

internally- and externally-transparent process. Relevant evidence will normally

include showing that executives fear consumer outrage; that anchor firms

possess and routinely exploit economic leverage to enforce above-normal price

and quality terms; and that non-price competition has kept anchor firms profits

at or below normal returns to investment in the U.S. economy.

These, however, are well-defined questions. The genius of the Sherman Act

was that it moved the debate over private power from wooly political discussion

to objective questions of competition and market structure. The current frame-

work updates this analysis to include non-price competition and argues that con-

sumers provide a convincing shadow electorate. The fact that this electorate was

originally organized for economic instead of political reasons hardly matters. If we

care about democracy, it should not matter where we find it.
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